
gone are the days of romanticized deity;
nothing but a collection of inconsequential 

personifications. 

awakened within us, the call to something greater
a world at peace

getting closer and closer… 

enlightened and reborn
connected at the core

we will create a brand new world
engineering a new type of...

our illusions have been shattered
of what divinity truly means.

the implications of omniscience,
and the role of deity 

embedded within us, the key to unification
a planet of computerized humanity 

getting closer and closer… 

enlightened and reborn
connected at the core

we will create a brand new world
engineering a new type of god

the dawning of a new world
(the dawning of a brand new world)

we will never go back
(this will altar the course of history)

our bodies are obsolete
(closer to systemic simplicity)

we will never go back
(never go back)

enlightened and reborn
connected at the core

we will create a brand new world
engineering a new type of god

Gone are the days of romanticized deity
we are the ones who have taken their place..

the gods of the past now lay at our feet
we will reign supreme over our own fate

implanted within us, the cybernetic answer
a world of one consciousness
getting closer and closer… 

enlightened and reborn
connected at the core

we will create a brand new world
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engineering a new type of god

now, witness what we have created…

the dawn of the ascension is now upon us all
individual human consciousness is but a cell in a greater 

singular organism 

individuality is the price of progress;
we have shaped the fate of the world

humanity alone is meaningless 
nothing more than a means to complete our creation

we’ve created a god

this isn’t a reality that earth should have ever seen 
we have witnessed the the death of free will, 

and face the end of humanity

with no ending in sight to this war for the ones who remain, 
it falls on us alone to restore life to this earth,

and breed consciousness once again 

this is what we have been waiting for
we are the ones who will restore the balance

our only hope to combat this is a direct hit. a brute force 
attack on a weakened link within in the system

we will fight this
if it takes everything from 

we will fight this
if it takes everything from us

prepare for war…

the spirit of humanity will never die (never die)
the future rests in our hands alone

we will fight until there’s nothing left
[so future generations can thrive]

we will fight this if it takes everything from
we will fight this if it takes everything from us

cognitive electrostatic interference
a wall of noise creating a void for the mind

we have to push on through the darkness
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we have to survive
survive...

echoing in broken time
(we've lost all navigation)

this system disrupts our minds
(but this death is temporary)

untethered, falling out of control
(with electromagnetic interference, 

no computers to guide us)
this stasis tears at my soul

cognitive electrostatic interference
a wall of noise creating a void for the mind

we have to push on through the darkness
we have to survive

survive...

re-engage in perfect time
(a split second before impact)

calculated trajectory
(to the other side)

a journey of impossible odds
(overcoming what seemed unsurmountable)

to complete unknown

and at the end of all of this suspension in static
at the of all of this torture and noise

we will come out the other side
we will transcend the void

this is where we fight back 

we are on the frontlines
this war will soon be ours

the labyrinth of buildings beneath a bleeding sky
within the maze of structures, somewhere she hides…

the key to recovering everything lost in this world
the one who can end this nightmare

systems are ready as the target is found 
a data shield expands, blocking the sphere’s signal…

this will forever be remembered as the day the tables 
turned…

we are once again dictating our own path
forever immortalized, the greatest victory

forever immortalized, for we write our own history 

—
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her consciousness stolen from X39a, transferred to a storage 
drive, 

now ready to be downloaded back to its rightful body. 

a neural match confirmed, the transfer is complete

strapped to a steel chair, she regains her true mind… 

a flicker and gasp as she awakes. she struggles in vain 
against the bonds that hold her.

the savior of the human race, bound by her ankles and 
wrists.

this will forever be remembered as the day the tables 
turned… 

forever immortalized, forever immortalized

spitting and screaming at the ones who have freed her, 
the ropes are tightened, an injection is made. 

this is not a willing redeemer - she’s a prisoner of war. 

unconscious and bleeding, she’s taken to the surface. 
hidden from the grid, her implant disabled

calculations begin for exit strategies 
we are returning home

amidst the countless fallen
we can finally venture home
a silent escape into shadows

this broken planet is
an affront to humanity 

but we now have the power
to restore the balance

a streak across the sky
a single sliver of light 

they’re now on borrowed time

a victory of unparalleled consequence 
with our saviour finally captured, we can return home

the balance of our world
we are prepared to die for

we will not back down
our only choice to conquer 

we will not back down
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the balance of our world
we are prepared to die for

we will not back down
our only choice to conquer 

[a synchronous data connection between the primary orbital 
and the earth's network is established to upload the 

disintegration code. the virus will modify the lowest-
functioning code in the machine/human interface, and trigger 

a cascade failure, resulting in algorithm infrastructure 
self-destruction]

the final strike is about to begin 
a war waged with technology 

far above the face of the earth
among the stars, we prepare for attack

the dawning of the final hour
for the world enslaved by machines
with only a handful of survivors
we prepare to dismantle our god 

parallel projection
interconnection is what will save us

parallel projection 
destroy the system and we will all be free

prepare for attack...

at last the connection is established
a direct link from us to them

the world will be recovered from darkness
we'll be able to live again

all systems are online
the virus is armed for attack
one last look at the planet

does our god have any last words?

parallel projection
interconnection is what will save us

parallel projection 
destroy the system and we will all be free

(parallel projection)
we are ending the war on consciousness

(parallel projection)
destroying the tyrant, and setting the world free

prepare for attack...

the system is compromised
minutes after the virus injection ends
the ice is destroyed in both directions
a catastrophic collapse of the system   
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parallel projection
interconnection is what will save us

parallel projection 
destroy the system and we will all be free

attack...
attack...
attack...
attack...

destruction
complete annihilation  

only moments remain
of the life that you cling to

the world is dying before your eyes

your pathetic attempts to destroy us
have earned you a merciless extinction 

you will suffer for your insolence
your barbaric attack on the ones who 

freed you...
the ones who brought you enlightenment

on the threshold of ascension 
you turned your back 

spit in the face of progress
dishonored the god that you helped create

you took the path back to your primitive ways
denied your collective future, 

and destroyed everything you had worked toward

you chose this path
you wanted to own your own destiny

you wanted control 
this is now your fate

destruction
complete annihilation  
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